A man with no arms and no legs
true story by Jim LeBeau
In the mid 1980’s while in the lift chair business I was invited to the home of a man on the
south side of Milwaukee sitting in a wheelchair with no arms and no legs. He was in the
end stages of diabetes experiencing the best modern medicine can offer. I explained that a
lift chair could get him up but then what would happen? He didn’t have legs to stand on or
arms to hold himself up or to transfer. What good would a lift chair be?

At this point I saw a look of hope turn into a sick look of despair. Never have I
looked into the eyes of another soul and seen such confusion and hopelessness.
About 75,000 limbs are amputated yearly due to a blood sugar problem
A few weeks later – a man called rom Brown Deer Wisconsin (north Milwaukee area).
His leg had been black and blue leg from the end stages of diabetes. His doctor had told
him “you need to let me cut off your leg within two weeks or you will die”. This
gentleman took a natural vitamin supplement with chemicals designed by the Creator to
support the human body, not a patent medicine made by a human brain to make money .
His leg has turned back to a nice healthy pink.
As he talked I could hear the thankfulness, faith, and joy in his voice as he told me his
story. Such is the difference a little faith in God’s medicine can make. I share this true
story every chance I get because it might motivate someone to take the balancing of body
systems seriously. Here is how to get more information.

100 and still dancing!
This is a free download from “Document Access Page” using link on bottom of home page
at www.phpower.org. It introduces the exciting concept of balancing key body systems
using natural chemistry designed by God to work with the body much like gas and oil are
designed to work with your car. Chemicals made by God (foods, herbs) are not the same as
patent medicines (drugs) – the former sourced in mercy, the latter to make money. The
systems to balance are: pH; digestion; blood sugar; blood pressure; body temperature.

Body and Soul Repair Kit
This goes into detail with priceless information on how to balance the above five key body
systems. A hard copy kit is available as well as a digital version in pdf format (46 pages)
using link on bottom of Body and Soul page at www.phpower.org. A donation of any
amount gives immediate access to the digital version.
It’s wonderful to feel more control over my health with the information you provide”.
Joyce Heiser, Wisconsin

